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In this paper, the efforts that Macedonia makes for promotion and positioning it as
a tourist destination will be reviewed. In recent years Macedonia much effort has
invested in the development and promotion of tourism products, as well strategies,
plans, and programs to promote that nation’s tourism potential. The Agency for the
Promotion and Support of Tourism has a major role through their annual programs
realize goals and projects to promote and support tourism. Every year, the agency
participates in international tourism fairs where it promotes the tourism potentials
and natural beauties of Macedonia, and establishes collaboration contacts for the
development of tourism there. In addition to international tourism fairs, they par-
ticipate in creating marketing campaigns, promotional videos, online campaigns,
and similar activities. In this paper, national marketing campaigns as a tourist des-
tination, which have primary role of promoting Macedonia in global media, will
be analysed and their effects reviewed. For the purpose of this paper, research has
been conducted, a questionnaire with multiple choice, checkbox, and scale ques-
tions about visitors’ opinions at the international tourism fairs in Sofia, Bulgaria,
and in Belgrade, Serbia in February 2016. Interviewees were specifically asked about
whether they were familiar with the range of tourism services and facilities inMace-
donia, tourismmarketing campaigns of Macedonia, the latter’s impact on them, and
the evaluation of the presentation of Macedonia at the tourism fair. The results have
shown that visitors have a positive assessment of the presentation of Macedonia at
the tourism fair, and most of them often watch television and Internet advertise-
ments for Macedonia as a tourist destination. Furthermore, at the tourism fair in
Sofia, using an open questionnaire, a representative of the Agency for the Promo-
tion and Support of Tourism was interviewed about the participation of Macedonia
at the international fairs and their experiences and expectations.
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Introduction
One of the oldest market institutions, maintaining its
vitality from theMiddle Ages until today, is fairs. They
first developed as sales sites and later evolved into ex-
hibitions of products. The fairs are a strong impetus

to trade and one of the attributes of a market econ-
omy. Tourism fairs are an effective tool of marketing
tourism. At a tourism fair, visitors can be directly in-
troduced to the tourist services of companies. In this
paper, research will be conducted about visitors’ opin-
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ions at tourism fairs about tourist services, and the
marketing of one tourist destination and its influence
on visitors.

Methodology
In this research, primary data obtained fromquestion-
naires and interviews conducted by the researcher will
be used, accompanied by secondary data from pub-
lished books and Internet sources regarding tourism
fairs and the national tourism marketing of Macedo-
nia. The questionnaire containsmultiple-choice, scale,
and dichotomous questions. The formof the question-
naire was interviewer-completion.

A structured interview was conducted with a rep-
resentative from the Agency for the Promotion and
Support of Tourism from Macedonia at the interna-
tional tourism fair in Sofia, Bulgaria about tourism
services and the promotion of Macedonia and expe-
riences from international tourism fairs.

Hypotheses
In this research two hypotheses will be tested:

h1 The majority of respondents saw advertising
about Macedonia as a tourist destination on the
internet.

h2 The majority of respondents know that lake
tourism is offered in Macedonia, and the first
synonym of Macedonia as a tourist destination
is Lake Ohrid.

Importance of Tourism Trade Fairs
It was in the late 1950s that the first serious attempts
weremade to establish and organize tourism fairs. The
main objective of the tourist industry was two-fold
from the very beginning (Bhatia, 2007, p. 287):

1. As ‘public fairs’ the purpose is to enable travel
agents and tour operators, hoteliers, carriers and
National TouristOfficers to establish contact with
the travelling public, and thus to promote their
programs and services.

2. As ‘trade fairs’ in the more specific sense, their
aim is to create opportunities for contact and
business discussion, contract negotiations and
exchange information within the industry itself.

Trade fair tourism involves an exhibition organized
so that companies in a specific industry can show-
case and demonstrate their latest products, services,
study the activities of rivals, and examine recent mar-
ket trends and opportunities (Esombia, 2013, p.23)

The first such travel trade fair, known as the In-
ternational Tourism Borse (itb), was held in 1967 in
Berlin. Since then, there have been a number of other
countries that have organized travel trade fairs regu-
larly. The enthusiastic participation in these fairs is a
result of the ever-expanding travel trade industry. A
large number of exhibitors participate in these fairs,
representing all segments of the travel industry, in-
cluding travel agents, tour operators, hoteliers, airline
companies, shipping companies, national tourist orga-
nizations, etc. In addition, travel trademedia is present
(Bhatia, 2007, p. 287).

Participation in travel trade fairs has several inher-
ent advantages, which are responsible for the growth in
their numbers over the years as wells as the participa-
tion. Some of these advantages of participating in the
travel trade fairs are as follow (Bhatia, 2007, p. 288):

• Opportunity for both buyers and sellers of tour-
ism services to meet under one roof and transact
business;

• Lower cost of participation because of the advan-
tage of scale;

• Effective vehicle of communication with clients;

• Better quality of attendance;

• Single platform to introduce the product (in the
form of a brochure);

• Easy access to travel trade media;

• Cultivating new information about the travel
product;

• Acquiring new information about the travel prod-
uct;

• Opportunity for effective public relations.

Trade fairs make it easy for companies to evaluate
their competitors. Exchanging information and hold-
ing talks remains important. In a decision-making
situation the degree of personal trust established be-
tween business partners is a key factor. In the compe-
tition for a business partner’s trust personal acquain-
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Table 1 Assets Aimed for Realization of the Program for Promotion and Support of Tourism

Category      

Total asset ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

Assets for tourism fairs ,, ,, ,, – ,, –

Notes Based on data from www.tourismmacedonia.gov.mk, in mkd (1 mkd = 0.01612 €).

tance andword-of-mouthmarketing become values in
their own right. Whether at home or abroad, the abil-
ity to maintain close customer contact is an essential
factor in the quest for strategic success.

It is important that tourism firms attend such trade
fairs, be they national, regional or international; with
minimum cost for participation, maximum advan-
tage is obtained via the introduction and promotion of
their product tomake business contacts and contracts.

Tourism trade fairs are organized annually and of-
ten are combined with trade fairs for sports equip-
ment, wine and food, education and other compatible
fields. The two most important and prestigious inter-
national tourism trade fairs are the World Trade Mart
(wtm) in London, uk and the International Tourism
Borse (itb) in Berlin, Germany; the interest and atten-
dance on these fairs are at an extremely high level.

Macedonian National Marketing Tourism Policy
In conducting and creating the national marketing
tourism policy in Macedonia, the main role is played
by the Tourism sector of the Ministry of Economy
and the Agency for the Promotion and Support of
Tourism,whichwas established on 01December 2008.

Since 2010, assets from the budget of Republic of
Macedonia have been allocated to the agency for the
realization of the program for promotion and support
of tourism; total assets for each year can be seen in Ta-
ble 1.

Promotion of Macedonian tourism potential at in-
ternational tourism fairs from 2010 to 2015:

• 2010 – Belgrade, Berlin, Istanbul, Ljubljana, Pris-
tina, Sarajevo, Moscow

• 2011 – Belgrade, Berlin, Istanbul, Utrecht, Helsin-
ki, Ljubljana, Tel Aviv, Pristina

• 2012 –Belgrade, Berlin, Istanbul, Utrecht,Helsin-
ki, Essen, Izmir, London

• 2013 – Belgrade, Berlin, Istanbul, Utrecht, Helsin-

ki, Moscow, Vienna, Warsaw, Brussels, Milan,
Sofia, Goteborg, Tirana, Poznan, Shanghai, To-
kyo, India, Florida (usa)

• 2014 –Belgrade, Berlin, Istanbul,Utrecht,Helsin-
ki, Moscow, Vienna, Brussels,Milan, Sofia, Gote-
borg, Poznan, Izmir, Tokyo, London

• 2015 – Belgrade, Berlin, Istanbul, Utrecht,Helsin-
ki, Moscow, Brussels, Sofia, Goteborg, Tokyo,
London, Paris, Cologne, Rimini, Madrid

Assets aimed for the realization of the program
for promotion and support are allocated for following
activities: conventional promotional activities (mak-
ing and printing promotional material, presentation
at international fairs, inviting international tour oper-
ators and journalists, billboard campaign, promotion
in international print media, promotion of tourist po-
tential and education through international matches,
conferences, workshops with international meaning),
activities for electronic promotion, organizing Days
of Macedonian tourism in particular countries, spe-
cific promotion activity aimed to transit passengers,
activities for tourism support, subsidiary of foreign
organized tourist turnover and many other activities.

The most important national branding campaigns
are ‘Macedonia Timeless’ and ‘Essential Macedonia;’
the Internet and Google is equally important for the
promotion of the tourist destination in the new era of
digital technologies.

Macedonia Timeless is a series of promotional
tourist videos about the Republic of Macedonia. The
videos showcase scenery from the Balkan country and
of Macedonian culture to a foreign audience. Each
video of the project is the work of a private production
company, carried out on behalf of the Macedonian
government, which officially funds the effort. The de-
fined purpose of the project is ‘to promote awareness
of Macedonian tourism opportunities’ (‘Macedonia
Timeless,’ 2017).
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The first group of tourism commercials consists of:

• 2 general commercials
• Macedonian Temples
• Ohrid . . . City of Light
• Macedonian Wines
• Archaeology

Following these, a fewmore commercial videos for
the capital city Skopje, Macedonian Food, Adventure
in Macedonia and Macedonia for couples were made.

The website of Macedonia Timeless campaign is
useful for potential tourists, as it offers basic informa-
tion about Macedonia and a large amount of useful
information for tourists to plan their trip. There is a
‘Things To Do’ section with activities, attractions, and
tours, as well as online brochures.

Also from campaign Macedonia Timeless are six
thematic brochures: Sound (Tradition and Events),
Touch (Archaeology,History, andCulture), Taste (Wi-
ne and Food), Instinct (Hunting and Fishing), Scent
(Rural Beauty), and Sight (Nature and Adventure).

From 27 June 2012 to date, there have been more
than 10,800,000 views on the official YouTube channel
ofMacedonia Timeless.More than 40.000 people have
clicked ‘Like’ on the official Facebook page ofMacedo-
nia Timeless.

EssentialMacedonia is a documentary aboutMace-
donia’s tourist potentials and natural resources, de-
picting the country’s essence by presenting its natural,
historical, and cultural treasury and images of the ev-
eryday life of its citizens, produced by ‘Travel Channel
International.’

This documentary was broadcasted on 8 March
2011 on the Travel Channel in a duration of 30minutes.
The documentary has been presented in 20 languages
and 120 countries across the globe for three years.
Travel Channel International is a world-renowned tv
channel specializing in tourism and promotion of new
tourist destinations (‘Dokumentaren film za Make-
donija,’ 2011).

PresenterDannyRobins is enthusiastic aboutMac-
edonia’s hospitality, delicious food, possibilities for
mountain biking, the beauty of Ohrid Lake, wine
tourism and dazzling landscapes (‘Travel Channel:
Macedonia an Exciting Destination,’ 2010).

Google promotion aims to promote Macedonia as
a tourist destination, increasing visits to the website of
macedonia-timeless.com and to a presentation of the
possibilities for tourists and increasing total numbers
of tourists in Macedonia.

Target countries for 2015 were Serbia, Bulgaria,
Turkey, Netherlands, Russia, Italy, France, Great Brit-
ain, Germany and Sweden. Criteria for selection of
the 10 countries were the number of foreign tourists,
direct flights, subsidized countries, tourists who are
major consumers, and hits on the website from 2014.

Google Online campaign is realized through:

• Banners and pop ads with videos and pictures

• 257 keywords in 6 languages

• YouTube videos

Through banners and pop ads interest in the key-
word ‘Macedonia’ for Serbia, Russia, Italy, Great Brit-
ain, France, Netherlands and Sweden is used; addi-
tionally, for Bulgaria, Turkey, and Germany, ‘History’
is a keyword.

The keywords used for Serbia are ‘Nature’ and ‘Ad-
venture,’ and ‘Ohrid;’ for Bulgaria, ‘Nature’ and ‘Ad-
venture;’ for Turkey, ‘Nature’ and ‘Adventure;’ for Rus-
sia, ‘Nature’ and ‘Adventure’ (snowboarding); forGreat
Britain, ‘Nature,’ ‘Adventure,’ and ‘Skopje;’ for France,
‘Food,’ ‘Wine,’ and ‘Skopje;’ for the Netherlands, ‘Tra-
dition’ and ‘Culture;’ for Italy, Germany, and Sweden,
the general keyword ‘Macedonia’ is used.

Table 2 shows the funds spent for online promo-
tion for the period from 16 March to 18 August 2015.
The highest numbers of clicks and view are from Ser-
bia, Turkey, Bulgaria, andRussia; themost impressions
are from Turkey and then from Russia, Serbia, and
Bulgaria. The highest costs for promotion are in uk,
Turkey, and Russia.

Results of Survey
During the international tourism fairs in Sofia, Bul-
garia from 11–13 February 2016 and in Belgrade, Ser-
bia from 18–21 February 2016, with the target survey
group of visitors at the fairs, interviews were con-
ducted with 144 respondents, 58 in Sofia and 86 in
Belgrade.
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Table 2 Funds Spent per Country (16 March to 18 August 2015)

Country Clicks/Views Cost () Average cpc () Impressions

United Kingdom , ,. . ,,

Turkey ,, ,. . ,,

Russia ,, ,. . ,,

France , ,. . ,,

Germany , ,. . ,,

Italy , ,. . ,,

Netherlands , ,. . ,,

Bulgaria ,, ,. . ,,

Serbia ,, ,. . ,,

Sweden , ,. . ,,

Spain , . . ,

Notes Adapted from Temelkovski (2016).

I chose to do research at this international tourism
fairs because the visitors from these countries are
among top five visitors of Macedonia for every year,
recently. Furthermore, these countries are neighbours
to Macedonia, and they offer similar tourism prod-
ucts, such as religious tourism, ski tourism, gastron-
omy tourism, mountain tourism, and others.

The Belgrade Tourism Fair is the largest tourism
event in Serbia and Southeast Europe. It has been
meeting global business standards formore than three
decades, creating partnership relations with the ex-
hibitors and attracting an increasing number of visi-
tors annually (see http://beogradskisajamturizma.rs).
Since 2003, it has been a member of the European
Tourism Trade Fairs Association (ettfa). Its high
quality led it to become a member of another pres-
tigious organization: the International Tourism Trade
Fairs Association (ittfa).

The international Tourist Fair ‘Holiday&SpaExpo’
(see http://holidayfair-sofia.com) has been one of the
most significant events in the tourism business for
over three decades in Bulgaria, providing excellent op-
portunities for useful business contacts between ex-
hibitors, promoting various products, programs and
offers to professionals and the general public.

The survey was conducted through a simple ran-
dom sample with structured questionnaire by means
of a random selection. The questionnaire contains

questions of multiple-choice, scale, and checkbox; the
responses will assist in the realization of the aim of the
survey.

Results from this research have shown that 59 of
the respondents are female and 41 are male. Regard-
ing the age of the respondents, those of 26 to 35 years
represented 27.1, 26.4 are at age above 55 years,
17.4 are of age of 36 to 45 years, 15.3 are of age of 46
to 55 years, and 13.9 are of age of 15 to 25 years. Ac-
cording to the education, the biggest part even 70.8
of respondents had university education; 26.4 had
secondary education, and 2.8 have primary educa-
tion. According to the social status of respondents,
63.9 are employed, 18.8 are retirees, 10.4 are stu-
dents and 6.9 are unemployed. Regarding howmuch
are their annual personal expenses are for tourism
and leisure, almost half part of respondents (47.2)
answered between €500–1500, 35.4 less than €500,
14.6 between €1501–2500, and 2.8 over €2500.

In Figure 1 it can be seen that 64 of respondents
had been toMacedonia and 36 had never been there.
From those respondents who never been in Macedo-
nia, 86.5 answered that they would visit there and
13.5 that they would not. From those respondents
who would not visit Macedonia, 42.9 answered that
they would visit Greece, 28.6 that they would visit
Turkey, and 28.6 that they would visit some other
destinations.
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Yes 63.90
No 36.10

Figure 1 Have You Ever Been in Macedonia?

Yes 63.90
No 36.10
TV 49.30

Internet 43.10
Printed editions 1.40

Radio 1.40
Billboards 6.90
Flyers etc. 7.60

Tourism fair 14.60
I have not seen 24.30

Figure 2 Where Have You Seen Advertising of Macedonia
as Tourist Destination?

Figure 2 whether respondents had seen advertising
about Macedonia as a tourist destination in the previ-
ous year and in which medium.

Most of the respondents 49.3 had seen advertis-
ing of Macedonia as a tourist destination on televi-
sion and 43.1 had seen on the Internet and social
media. Furthermore, 24.3 of the respondents had
not seen any such advertising. Then 14.6 of the re-
spondents had seen advertising at tourism fair, 7.6 
of the respondents had seen in flyers, catalogues and
brochures, 6.9  of the respondents had seen on bill-
boards, 1.4 of the respondents had listen advertis-
ing on radio and 1.4 of the respondents had seen in
printed editions.

About the impressions of advertising of Macedo-
nia as a tourist destination, 56. of respondents said
that the advertising was interesting, 17.4 said that it
was exciting, 0.6 said that it was dull, and 27.7 of
respondents had not seen the advertising.

About information regarding tourist services in
Macedonia, 57.6 of respondents can find enough in-
formation, 14.6 cannot find enough complete infor-
mation, 15.3 find insufficient information, and 12.5
had not searched for such information.

For over half (54.2) of the respondents, the first
thing when they think about Macedonia as a tourist
destination is Lake Ohrid; 17.4 of respondents think
it is a land of natural beauty, 16 a land of tradition and

Lake tourism 95.80
Mountain tourism 28.50
Religious tourism 23.60

Wine tourism 17.40
Other 6.30

Figure 3 Type of Tourism Product in Macedonia

history; 9.7 of respondents think of delicious food
and wine, 1.4 the cradle of civilization, while 1.4  of
respondents thing of some other things.

Figure 3 shows that 95.8 of respondents knows
that lake tourism is offered in Macedonia; 28.5 know
that mountain tourism is offered there; 23.6 of re-
spondents knows about religious tourism there; 17.4
know about wine tourism, and 6.3 of respondents
knows that some others type of tourism products are
offered in Macedonia.

On a scale from 1 (dislike) to 5 (like), the respon-
dents evaluated the promotional materials and the na-
tional stand ofMacedonia at the international tourism
fairs. Half (51.4) of respondents gave Grade 5, 38.2
of respondents gaveGrade 4, and 10.4of respondents
gave Grade 3.

Interview
The interview was conducted with Ljupco Janevski,
Head of Unit for Analysis, Research and Strategic
planning,Department for Promotion and Exhibitions,
the Agency for the Promotion and Support of Tourism
at the international tourism fair in Sofia, Bulgaria.

He said that the agency presents Macedonia as a
brand and a tourist destination, and provides an even
presentation of all the possibilities for tourism and
development of tourism in the country, from a mass
tourism to the most specific forms of tourism. This
year religious tourism is promoted through brochures
and the first guided tours of monasteries; 31 monas-
teries are offering accommodation in Macedonia. At
all fairs in which the agency participates, the offer of
tourism in Macedonia is the same.

The greatest interest for tourism in Macedonia is
predominantly seen at regional fairs in Turkey, Ser-
bia, Bulgaria and Slovenia. At the tourism fairs in these
countries we expect various target groups, because the
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interest for Macedonia as a tourist destination is high.
Macedonia is undiscovered destination as for Balkan
countries as well as for other countries. Macedonia
and these countries have similarity in mental and so-
cial aspects and because of that enables faster fluctua-
tion of tourists from these countries and tourists from
these countries are in top 10 countries of international
tourist arrivals in Macedonia. Also most of macedo-
nian tourists are traveling in these countries.

After each tourist fair, visitors contact us and we
have feedback, it’s very important that the fan page
of Macedonia Timeless on Facebook currently has
around 36,000 people[likes], and most interest arises
from the natural beauties of Macedonia with more
than 1000 likes on certain videos from the campaign
ExploreMacedonia; we have increased visit at theweb-
site of www.tourismmacedonia.gov.mk.

The Agency for the Promotion and Support of
Tourism regularly participates in certain b2b fairs,
such as in London, Brussels, the Netherlands and Ri-
mini, Italy, where there have been great successes.
Such a method enables stronger relationships with
the tourism sector in Macedonia and in the countries
where they are present.

Conclusion
According to the analysed data, it can be concluded
that in the recent years Macedonia has made sustain-
able efforts for promotion of tourism and from year
to year invests significant financial assets for promo-
tion and development of tourism. The tourism prod-
ucts of Macedonia are promoted by the Agency for
the Promotion and Support of Tourism through the all
available promotional assets as marketing campaign
in print media, tv, internet, tourism fairs, billboard
campaign, subsidiary and many more activates

Tourism fairs are one of the oldest form of pre-
sentation and most important promotional tool of the
tourism product and destination. The Agency for Pro-
motion and Support of Tourism every year from an-
nual programs allocating funds for participation in
tourism fairs and participated at the most important
tourism fairs in Europe and the world.

Positive results of the Macedonian tourist policy
are a result of the increased investments in the last

five to six years, and making strategies, programs, fu-
ture plans and objectives for the improvement, devel-
opment and promotion of tourism.

The first hypothesis, which stated: ‘The biggest part
of respondents saw the advertising of Macedonia as a
tourist destination on the Internet,’ can be partially ac-
cepted because 50of respondents saw the advertising
on the tv and 43 of respondents advertising on the
Internet.

The second hypothesis, which stated: ‘The biggest
part of respondents know that in Macedonia is offered
lake tourism as a type of tourism and the first synonym
of Macedonia as a tourist destination is Lake Ohrid,’
can be accepted in whole because the large majority
respondents said that they know that Macedonia of-
fers lake tourism and formore than half of the respon-
dents as the first association forMacedonia as a tourist
destination is Lake Ohrid.

This research has been funded and supported from
the European Commission. This publication reflects
the views only of the author, and the Commission can-
not be held responsible for any usewhichmay bemade
of the information contained therein.
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